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Water Mist Technology

The Portable Water Mist Concept…

It is an established principle of fire fighting that when water is
divided into smaller droplets it quickly evaporates - thus absorbing
the heat produced by a fire and generating steam vapour that serves
to inhibit the fire’s oxygen supply.  This  interrupts the chain reaction
that propagates fire, and as can be seen in the fire triangle (below)
helps removes two of the key elements required for the chemical
reaction known to us as fire.

Although this may sound complex it is the basis for all the principles
of fire fighting and shows how effective the water mist concept is.
Until recently it has been restricted to fixed suppression systems
due to the size and complexity of systems required but has now
been condensed into one small unit containing no more than 6 litres
of water!

How Does It Work?

When the extinguisher is activated the fire is put out by a mist
curtain that forms around the fire source protecting the sur-
rounding area and people in the vicinity. The mist acts to re-
move oxygen and other combustible gases from the fuel source.
As the fire is being extinguished, simultaneously the mist cur-
tain formed has superior cooling effects - removing the final
element in the fire triangle and helping to prevent flashbacks
and re-ignition.

The Water Mist extinguisher is an entirely new way to fight fire and is also one of the
most effective methods on the market… from the smallest of office fires, to the lethally
dangerous fat fires - Water Mist covers it all!
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The water mist is a superb new innovation, that revolutionises your fire
fighting requirements, and here's why:

There is almost no collateral damage after discharge because the water turns to steam as it attacks the fire
leaving very little of the agent to dispose of. This makes cleaning and re-commissioning both quick and easy,
unlike some other agents that although effective in putting out the fire leave the affected area almost
destroyed and with the extinguishing agent to dispose of, adding extra costs to your operations.

The versatility of these extinguishers is almost unlimited, the only fire which cannot be tackled in this
manner being burning metals.  Even fire involving electrical equipment and burning fats can be safely and
effectively extinguished using water mist, as the incredible fineness of the water particles (as small as 25
microns) is too low to conduct electricity or spark off the violent explosive reaction so often associated with
fat fires.
This versatility makes it a very attractive option for the majority of organisations as it will be the only type
of extinguisher required on site – greatly simplifying maintenance and training requirements.

Benefits of the water mist over other extinguishers:

■ Can be used for almost any type of fire, including electric and fats.  This means that for many
companies it is the only extinguisher they will ever need, reducing costs and greatly simplifying
training procedures.

■ Uses only water to extinguish fires, meaning that it is totally food safe.  The fact that it can safely be
used on electricity (tested to 35 KV conductivity) is an added bonus in kitchen environments where
such hazards often occur together.  The contamination-free agents make it ideal for use in clean
environments and food production areas.

■ Is the most environmentally friendly extinguisher you will ever use!
■ Dry water mist technology means that there is little or no collateral damage - the super fine mist

evaporates so quickly there is little (if any) residue left over, and being pure water it is very easy to
clean up.

The Benefits…



Specifications…

Once activated, the Mist prevents the fire from spreading by forming a
‘mist curtain’ around the fire source, protecting the surrounding area
and any personnel within the vicinity. By removing the oxygen and its
fuel source the fire calms and is extinguished; the continued cooling
effects of the mist prevent the fire from re-igniting.

The engineering behind the Dry Water Mist makes use of a significant-
ly lower volume of water throughout the extinguishing process, re-
moving the risk of water saturation or further collateral damage to the
fire source area.

This unit has been fully approved by the Loss Prevention Certification
Board (LPCB), is CE quality marked and is BSI Kitemarked and Certified.

 TYPE WATER MIST

1 litre

WATER MIST

3 litre

WATER MIST

6 litre

ID Colour Code RED RED RED

Capacity (ltr) 1 3 6

Fire Rating 5F 8A, 13B, 25F 13A, 21B, 75F

Safe for use on… E, F A, B, C, E, F A, B, C, E, F

Height  (mm) 402 525 585

Cylinder Diameter (mm) 110 161 183

Filled Weight (kg) 2.9 7 11.5

Range of Throw (m) 1.5 2.1 2.6

Overall Footprint (mm) 160 215 235

Working Pressure (at 20°C) 12 bar 12 bar 12 bar

Duration of Discharge (secs) 12.5 32 65

BS EN3 Approved YES YES YES

CE Approved YES YES YES

LCPB Approved YES YES YES

Information supplied in this table is of an informational nature only, and although correct at the time of publication, Blazequel reserves the right change the
product supplied to another alternative of equal quality.
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How does the water mist act so effectively against fire?

Heat is applied to combustible material, the temperature  of
the material rises and free radicals (fuel source of combustible
fumes)  begin to form.

1

Free radicals and gases become airborne and begin to bond
with oxygen in the air.  Once these is a sufficient amount of gas
formed it ignites (Pyrolysis).

2

The gases burn, generating heat and forming more free radicals3

The system activates, removing 2 of the 3 Fire Triangle Ele-
ments.  Heat is removed via the mist and the oxygen particles
via the steam from the quickly evaporating mist.

4

The fire is extinguished.  Steam (inert) formed by the mist
during extinguishing continues to evaporate, dissipating the
heat and oxygen from the fire source - therefore cooling the
material to prevent re-ignition

5

The Fire Triangle on Page 2 clearly shows the the elements that are
required for a fire to ignite.

Remove any one of these elements and the fire will be extinguished.

Water Mist vs Fire -
Explained…
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Applications…
Due to it’s incredible versatility the water mist ticks all the boxes for a huge range of applications
across all market sectors, including:

▪ Archive Specialists
▪ Art Galleries
▪ Care Homes
▪ Cinemas
▪ Education (Universities and

Colleges)
▪ Food Production (Factories

and Bakeries)

▪ Hospitals
▪ Hotels (catering and general)
▪ Pharmaceuticals
▪ Private Healthcare Providers
▪ Leisure Centres / Gymnasiums
▪ Laboratories
▪ Libraries
▪ National Trust Properties

▪ Nursing Homes
▪ Opticians
▪ Prisons
▪ Restaurants (Catering)
▪ Retailers
▪ Veterinary Surgeries
▪ Museums
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Quality
Fire Fighting Equipment

Jaguar House

Shuttleworth Road

Bedford

MK41 0EP

TEL: 01234 357357

FAX: 01234 355190

20-22 Hawkin Street

Londonderrry

BT48 6RE

Northern Ireland

TEL: 02871 377775

FAX: 01271 368569

EMAIL: sales@blazequel.com

WEB: www.blazequel.com

Contact Blazequel:


